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REPORT
National Service Scheme (NSS) volunteers of Jawahar Lal Nehru Govt. Engg
College has conducted household surveys and interacted with people in the
adopted villages (Chamukha and Thala) of Sundernagar block Distt Mandi
Himachal Pradesh on 19/01/2019.

The purpose of this activity was to visit these villages and conduct surveys
(household surveys) in the adopted villages under Unnat Bharat Abhiyan (UBA)
to access the facilities and their basic requirements.
In this activity three faculty members (Mr. Ankit Sharma NSS officer & UBA
Coordinator, Mr. Vicky Kumar UBA Co-coordinator and Mrs. Manvi Sharma AP
Electrical Engg.) and 30 students of ECE 4th sem voluntarily participated to
conduct the household surveys provided by the Ministry of Human Resource
Development (MHRD).

List of the students who participated in this activity is shown in table 1.
Table1: Name and Roll No of students
S. No

Name

Roll no.

1

Abhishek

17BT010401

2

Anjali

17BT010405

3

Anjana

17BT010406

4

Arpan

17BT010409

5

Arti

17BT010410

6

Avinsah

17BT010413

7

Bandana

17BT010414

8

Chandermani

17BT010417

9

Chirag Thakur

17BT010418

10

Kajol

17BT010422

11

Krishna

17BT010425

12

Lalit Kumar

17BT010426

13

Mansi

17BT010427

14

Pranjal

17BT010432

15

Pratyush

17BT010433

16

Preeti

17BT010435

17

Prerna

17BT010437

18

Rahul Singh

17BT010438

19

Rutvek

17BT010441

20

Sachin

17BT010442

21

Saksham

17BT010444

22

sonali

17BT010451

23

Varun

17BT010454

24

Vishal

17BT010457

25

Raveena

18BTL010406

26

Sahil

18BTL010408

27

Swati

18BTL010411

28

Yogita

18BTL010413

29

Himanshu

1602617028

30

Mohit

1602617033

In the morning at 10:00 AM the NSS volunteers were guided and made aware
about the details of Unnat Bharat Abhiyan (UBA) through presentation by the
UBA Coordinator Mr. Ankit Sharma. Some of the highlights of the presentation
are.
1. The vision of UBA is to involve the institutions to achieve the development
of self-sufficient and sustainable village clusters.
2. Under UBA five villages are adopted by Jawahar Lal Nehru Govt. Engg
College namely, Chamukha, Kapahi, Thathar, Thala and Der Du.
3. Various details of household survey were demonstrated with examples.
4. Students were advised to remain polite with the villagers during the survey.
5. Students were also advised to left any column unfilled or not apllicable in
the household survey if any person refuses to provide the details.
Around 10:45 am students boarded the college bus HP 31 7958 and reached
Panchayat Bhawan of Chamukha village. The faculty members interacted with
the Chamukha Pradhan Smt. Kaushalya Devi and Joint Secretary. They provided
the data about the village after which household survey was collected from
individual houses. Volunteers were divided in to10 groups (each group consisting
of 3 volunteers) to go along with the faculties in order to communicate with local
people effectively and politely. In the morning session till 1:45 PM survey were
taken from 30 households.
Photographs of the students while conducting surveys in Chamukha village are
shown in figure 1 & figure 2.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

After conducting the survey in the Chamukha village volunteers were given
refreshments and later around 2:00 pm they were taken to Thala Village in the
college bus.
After reaching Thala village volunteers were directed to complete the surveys of
as many houses as possible till 3:15 pm. The villagers were very interactive and
all ready to lessen their burden. The over whelming response from the villagers
motivated the volunteers to do something for these people. Surveys were
collected from 20 villagers in the Thala village.
Here are some of the glimpses of students while conducting surveys in Thala
village.

After completing the surveys 30 volunteers along with the faculty members
returned to college campus around 3:30 pm.
We are happy to acknowledge that we have satisfactorily conducted this activity
and convey our thanks to the Director-Principal JNGEC Sundernagar with whose
guidance this programme could be a great success.

Sd/(Ankit Sharma)
NSS Officer & UBA
Coordinator

